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➔ Introduction to Research:
◆ Guest lecturer showed his research group, noticed a student in a lot of 

my classes and emailed lecturer afterwards -done
◆ Realized I didn’t need to wait to get started - done
◆ Emailed 3 diff prof., all responded but one had an offer that I took - 

done
➔ Stuff I’ve been able to do bc of it:

◆ Involved in SALVATION project with Raja - done
◆ Formally checked out at Lick Obs, Shane 3m Telescope - done

➔ Things that have come out of it:
◆ Name on lots of ATels for various cool findings - done
◆ Learn a lot very quickly (theory, instrumentation, coding, ect.)

● Examples shown here: reduced  and smoothed spectra, 
blackbodies, light curves, binary candidate, ect.

➔ Where I’m at now:
◆ Thesis work based on this spectroscopy - done

Outline:



Introduction:
Hi, my name is Rafael Nunez, and I am a 4th year 

Physics (Astrophysics) major! 

I’ve been at UCSC all four years (2017-2021), and 

conducted research at UC-affiliated Lick 

Observatory located atop Mt. Hamilton at the 

edge of San Jose over the past two B-terms 

(around Fall/Winter of 2019 and 2020).

My research focus has been in time-domain 

photometric and multi-epoch spectroscopic 

monitoring of luminous variables and transient 

sources in the Andromeda galaxy.



It was in this class (Physics of Stars) that we had Prof. Ryan Foley cover a lecture and 
talk about his research that I recognized a fellow student in his group photo that I 
had several classes with. 

I emailed Foley after the lecture and inquired about how students get 
involved in research, and despite his group being full he advised me to look 
into professors areas of research and email any who match my interests.

A week and 3 emails later I scheduled a call with Prof. Raja Guha Thakurta 
and set the ball rolling for being an observer on a project concerning 
finding and correlating variable stars and transients in Andromeda

How did I get involved in research?



Before I talk about the research...
There are some blemishes on this schedule; if you look closely, MATH 19B and ASTR 

119 are both repeated. That’s no typo, I’m just not a perfect student and barely 

scraped by my first round of calculus to fail the second portion of the 19 series. Not 

only that, but I came to UCSC with no prior coding experience, so the first time I took 

a coding class in ATR 119 (Introduction to Scientific Computing) and it got too fast for 

me I had to take a W. 

Luckily, UCSC allows a few mistakes and I was able to take both classes for vastly 

improved grades and a much better learning experience. What I’m trying to get 

across is you may reach a rough quarter or two, but making mistakes and having a 

few failures isn’t the end of the world and you can still make a lot of a really cool 

college experience!



Thats me!

The key goal of the research project is to 
spectroscopically monitor stars that are 
flagged as photometrically variable or 

transient in nature. 

We look for these stars mostly in the 
Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) Survey 

ZTF is a large sky survey that sampled 47 
square degrees of the sky in the g and R 

color bands.

In order to process all that data, we use 
the ANTARES alert broker that filters and 

flags light curves of interest.

Once we know where to look, it’s simply 
a matter of choosing the right time to 

take the targets spectra!



https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318958974_Processing_Images_from_the_Zwicky_Transient_Facility

Tell ANTARES to look 
in Andromeda 

region and notify in 
case of alerts of 

potentially variable 
or transient light 

curves

https://dirac.astro.washington.edu/ztf/



Transient (nova candidate, classified by another group) Variable (binary candidate, unclassified)



Before I could take data and be a real observer, I had to be formally checked out, a process which entails learning 
the Shane 3m Telescope and Kast Dual Channel Spectrograph inside and out!

https://mthamilton.ucolick.org/public/tele_inst/3m/

Shane 3-meter Telescope

Kast Specification



http://mthamilton.ucolick.org/techdocs/instruments/kast/hw_overview.html

Before I could take data and be a real observer, I had to be formally checked out, a process which entails learning 
the Shane 3m Telescope and Kast Dual Channel Spectrograph inside and out!



After reading pages of documentation, I was 
allowed to use the spectrograph and here's the 
unprocessed results of my first spectra! Top left 
shows the Kast controls + Blue side controls in 

one window, top right shows the Red side 
controls + Lamps and Sound, bottom left shows 

the SkyCam + Targets + POCO (POsitioning 
COmputer, I believe)



Working on the 
SALVATION project has 
been immensely 
gratifying. One of the 
many benefits is being 
a part of a team that 
produces several ATels 
(Astronomer 
Telegrams) regarding 
classifying nova 
candidates. This 
particular example is 
taken from slides 
produced by Monika 
Soraisam, 2020 July 14 
regarding a Target of 
Opportunity (ToO) 
trigger that resulted in 
a nova classification!



This is just one of many ATels I have been able to be a part of!



Measuring a star on several dates 
leads to several different spectra, 

which we can compare to one 
another to see how the source 

spectra vary with their light curve 
position



Smooth 
Spectra

w/ Continuum

Magnified Spectra

Continuum 
Normalized



Lots of Stars (~14 unclassified), observed many times!



● You can start getting into research in one way or another at pretty much any point in 
your college career.
○ I suggest having the declaring requirements finished before starting research so 

you have a stronger baseline, but you can start pestering professors at any time.
○ You don’t need a perfect academic record to be in research, showing you’re actively 

interested and organized is often enough.
● Getting into research opens up a lot of opportunities and is a fantastic learning 

experience. 
○ I learned a lot about telemetry and optics to operate the telescope, and picked up 

coding to analyze our data and this project gave me a really strong avenue to 
explore those.

○ In addition to formal experience, working with my mentors in the group has helped 
shape me into a better (perhaps more paranoid) astronomer.

○ Working in research also provided me my thesis topic!

Key Takeaways:



Discussion (if any)



https://www.ucolick.org/main/
visit/info.html



https://news.ucsc.edu/2020/08/mt-h
amilton-fire.html

https://dirac.astro.washington.edu/z
tf/


